FINANCIALS

INCOME ∙ $2.8M

- Contributions $351.9K ∙ 12%
- Memberships $156.9K ∙ 6%
- Admissions $540.3K ∙ 19%
- Retail $352.9K ∙ 13%
- Rentals $453.7K ∙ 16%
- Education $590.1K ∙ 21%
- Investments $378.1K ∙ 13%
- Other $10K ∙ 0%

EXPENSES ∙ $2.7M

- Administration $338K ∙ 12%
- Fundraising $99.1K ∙ 4%
- Programs $2.28M ∙ 84%
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We use aviation as a gateway for people to embrace adventure and innovation while using tools of science to explore how the physical world works and how the dream of flight is made into reality.

HIGHLIGHTS

13,224 visitors used the Flight Sim Zone, receiving at least 30 minutes of simulated flight time with a pilot instructor

1,300 children participated in week-long Aviation Camp

47,000 of our Museum attendees were youth

160 students participated in Engineers’ Week “Spaceflight” to design, build, and test a landing system for a vehicle returning from suborbital space

860 Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts participated in 43 badge/patch workshops

3,000 hands-on programs delivered

8,379 participants conducted engineering design and construction projects in the Invention Lab maker space

33% of field trip schools have significant populations of underprivileged youth and visit the Museum at free or reduced cost

1,195 users of the full-motion FMX Flight Simulator

8,144 students participated in the Museum’s annual flagship program, a team-oriented exploration into design and engineering to construct a working prototype

18,790 volunteer hours provided by 209 volunteers, 87 of which are teens. Volunteers function as docents, tour guides, exhibit instructors, restoration shop workers, librarians, etc.

1,611 participants in the Drone Plex

2,300 Museum Memberships, including 1,700 Family Memberships

SPECIAL EVENTS

• Aero Design Challenge
• Autojog Bay
• Bay Area Garden Railroad
• Biggest Little Airshow
• Day of Buses
• EAA Ford Tri-Motor Tour
• Easter Bunny Arrives by Helicopter
• Engineers Workshop
• ETE Model Trials
• Flying Leprechaun Sky Dive
• Halloween Hangar Haunt
• Happy Bird
• Home School Mondays
• Inventors Workshop
• John Collins Perfect Paper Airplane Days
• Kid’s Air Faire
• Noon Years Eve

DONORS

Aviator – $10,000 and up

F. Ronald & Penny Dikas • Mark & Judi Blau • The Goldstone Family • Google • The Franklin & Catherine Johnson Foundation • Fuzzy, Inc. • JL & Elie Silver

Navigator – $5,000 and up

Asset Management Company • Victoria and Jeff Bensing • Chris Chevron • E & Peggie Dennis • Norm & Kathy Drifill • Skip Friedman & Lynda Ting • Stephen Hill • Jeff & Mary Hill • Chris & Melody Holczosky • Rosemary Radd • SAP • Ed & Nicole Taylor

Explorer – $2,500 and up

Jeffrey Bass & Lisa Babett • City of San Carlos • Rick Gonya & Sally Puccio • Brian & Alejandro Fall • Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Hiller, Jr. • SEAS Inc. • Robert & Julie MacLean • Cameron & Chisty Myronowicz • Marysa Nikkhooos Anderson & Gregory Anderson • Maryanne Ring • Seth Schler & Elaine Buny • Todee’s Garage • Ken Wix and Debbie Wix • Jason Yip & Katherine Fann

Adventurer – $1,000 and up

Jeff and Nathalie Cobill • Aroc Capitale • Lynell Barmak • James Courtnay • Michelle Datz • Richard Deluce • Chris & Ellen DiGregorio • John L. & Judith A. Drake • Jeffrey C. Evans • George Givin • Kenneth & Hafner Hahn • Mythea Hokin • Russ & Marca Hansen • Phil Haraizy • Robert Haydon • Dan & Elaine Harley • Al Kaplan • Clay Lucy • Bob Lundy & Dale Ellen Nelson • Sally MacDonald • Chester & Elaine Moore • Gary Utten • Oracle Corporation • Prevent Blindness Northern California • Provident Credit Unions • Mary Griffin • W.F. Ramsey • Rockin’ Up • Albert & Carol Rose • Hank Schell & Vicki Sanders • Chris Schmidt • Peter & Paula Uccell Foundation

Ground Crew – $500 and up

A Runner’s World • AeoCentury Corporation • Bay Area Air Quality Management District • Bohannon Development Company • Lee Tack • Heken Kollawitz • Richard Chow • Louis C. Coglan • EAA Chapter 212 • Don & Glenn Euston • Michael Franklin • Dr. Morton Groover • Norm Harris & Russ Ferguson • Alex Johnson • Brian & Holly Latta • Mattress Mayer & Zachary Bogan • Bill Milles & Sue Linne • Tim & Manuela Ng • Brenda O’Boyle & Albert Nelson • OrangeTheory Fitness • Jeffrey Richards • Richard Robbins • Bob Rackett • San Mateo County/Silicon Valley Convention & Visitors Bureau • Eric Spitzer • Summum Pets Foundation • David P. Sutter • Daniel M. Tokey • David Tho • Mike & Roxane Tress • Neil & Marylin Wadde • Michelle Wilson

Spectator – $250 and up

Alameden Press • Apple Inc. • Natalie Bamby • Bay Area Self Storage • Nicole Caldwell • John & Mary Ruth Crabtree • Copley Crosby • Linda & Dennis DeGree • Andrew Dunneman & Jeff Rumer • Rebecca Dower & Erik Malinoski • Farm Fresh To You • Alvin & Rick Redlin • Chris Gosty • Charles & Cristina Hafner • Scott & Nancy Higby • Bruce & Nancy Hubbard • Jumpin’ Goofy Party Rentals • Anne LeClair • Joe Lewis • Dan & Teri Mickelmann • Marshall & Judy Mock • David Nance • Brian Phillips • Randy & Sabina • San Carlos Podiatry • Nickolas Sotton • Heyman Tam & Blythe Asgari • Julielette & John Thome • Undisputed Boxing Gym • John & Maria Velost • Bruce & Diane Wilcox • Ben & Amy Wythe • Bill & Janie Wissel • Jason Yip • Yangzhou Zhao

Individual – $100 and up

Wayne & Julia Allen • George & Angola Acurto • Celeste Bandoski & Paul Hammell • Glenn & David Comfort • Diane Correll • Scott Core & Deborah Maxwell • Jan Deng & Jacki Loomis • Tammy Doymon & Alexander Reynolds • Baby Dunn • Chase Elkhage • Rich & Dee Ewe • Glenn Frisby • Katherine Garcia & John Brown • Clinton & Mary Gillbard • Colin Gould & Gil & Audrey Guerra • Esperanza & Reuben Halili • Eugene & Jacqueline Haas • Christie & Mark Herzog • Jerry Hill • Michael Hoffman • Michael Kasperzak • Dale Keller • Greg & Sarah Koen • Janis Koster • Sean Lawler • Diane & Frances Leventhal • Joseph Martinez & Parshottam Sondhiwar • George & Karen McGuinn • John McGowan • Nathan Osborn • Jacqueline Pan • Cheryl Lynn Potterman • Dennis Poynter • Carl & Lisa Pule • Charlie & Almane Pilgrim • Geoff & Sandy Powell • Amanda Pocock • Jenny Rick • Jon & D’Rae Rogers • Denny Schaler • Bunny Warren Sim & Anthony Sim • Mike Staples & Rui Wang • Nadine J. Brown • Margaret Taylor • Edward F. Thompson • Jean Kaye & Bill Treedy • William & Aileen Turner • Haris & Babette Van Antwerp • Bob Van Zant • Mary Violet • Jim Wagner & John Walters • Lee Wood • Bill & Lori Wynn • Cecilia Tip